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HOW TO PRACTICE PATENT 

LAW AFTER ALICE
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� Alice truly does change the game under 35 U.S.C. § 101.
� Significantly more predictability (yes, a gray area remains).

� Hint: for business methods, don’t think too hard.

� PTO appears to be significantly changing examining practice.

� However, software patents are NOT dead.
� But “implemented in a computer” is now a useless limitation.

� Claims are now analyzed piece-meal, not “as a whole.”
� Look for a particular claim element to confer patentability.

� Prior art and subject matter patentability often rest on the same claim 
elements.

� Courts and the PTAB have embraced Alice.
� Will the overall U.S. patent docket be affected? (Bad news for NPEs.)

� Risk areas:
� Disparities in reasoning between examiners, the PTAB and the courts.

� Unpredictability remains for many software inventions.

OVERVIEW
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I. The Law of 35 U.S.C. § 101.

II. The Law of Patent-Eligibility: 1853 to Alice.

III. Alice in the Lower Courts.

IV. Alice at the USPTO.

V. Patent Practice Following Alice

AGENDA
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I.  The Law of 35 U.S.C. § 101.
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� Patents should promote, not impede “the progress of 

science and useful arts.”

� Patent claims should not be allowed pre-empt the 

fundamental building blocks of human ingenuity.

� Therefore:

� (a) laws of nature, natural phenomena, and abstract ideas are 

implicitly excluded from Section 101,

� but (b) patent claims should protect ideas that build on those 

fundamental building blocks. 

� BUT, where do we draw the line?

AN UNCONTROVERSIAL POLICY RATIONALE?
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TODAY’S PATENT-ELIGIBILITY TEST

From the USPTO’s 2014 

Interim Guidance on Patent 

Subject Matter Eligibility 

(Dec. 16, 2014).
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� Medical diagnostic methods applying natural 
laws (Mayo, 2012)

� Patents to natural genes (Myriad Genetics, 2013)

� Most (if not all) business methods and possibly 
other software algorithms (Bilski, 2010; Alice,
2014)

� N.B.: the S. Ct. has pointedly declined to categorically 
state that business methods are not patent-eligible.

� Simply applying an abstract idea or 
implementing it in a computer.

WHAT’S OUT
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� Mechanical, electrical, and chemical inventions.

� The vast majority of what you have always understood to be 
patent-eligible still is.

� Possibly synthetic genes and methods relating 
thereto.

� Some medical diagnostic methods.

� A lot of software.  E.g.:

� Software that improves technical efficiency (make a machine 
bigger, faster, stronger, better).

� Some Internet inventions (can’t be able to practice without the 
Internet).

WHAT’S IN
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II. The Law of Patent-Eligibility: 

1853 to Alice.

(How Did We Get Here?)
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� The Congress shall have power ... To promote the 

progress of science and useful arts, by securing for 

limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive 

right to their respective writings and discoveries.

� Article One, section 8, clause 8 of the U.S. Constitution

IN THE BEGINNING . . .
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� Inventions patentable.  Whoever invents or 

discovers anyanyanyany new and useful process, 

machine, manufacture, or composition of 

matter, or anyanyanyany new and useful improvement 

thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject 

to the conditions and requirements of this 

title.
� 35 U.S.C. § 101.

PATENT LAW 101
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� Inventions patentable.  Whoever invents or discovers any new 

and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of 

matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may 

obtain a patent therefor, subject to the conditions and 

requirements of this title, so long as the claimed invention is so long as the claimed invention is so long as the claimed invention is so long as the claimed invention is 

not an abstract idea or law nature without significantly more.not an abstract idea or law nature without significantly more.not an abstract idea or law nature without significantly more.not an abstract idea or law nature without significantly more.

PATENT LAW 101 (AS JUDICIALLY MODIFIED)
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� “[E]lectro-magnetism, however developed for 
marking or printing intelligible characters, signs, or 
letters, at any distances.”  O’Reilly v. Morse (1853).

� Converting binary data from one format to another.  
Gottschalk v. Benson (1972).
� “Here the ‘process’ claim is so abstract and sweeping as to cover both known and unknown 

uses of the BCD to pure binary conversion.”

� Calculating alarm limits in a process for catalytic 
conversion of hydrocarbons.  Parker v. Flook (1978).
� Point of novelty was calculating alarm limits; method of calculation was non-statutory and 

claim of specific purpose (alarms) did not make it statutory.

� Precursor to “post-solution activity” that does not make a claim statutory.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF PATENT-INELIGIBILITY
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� Micro-organisms could be patentable. Diamond v. 
Chakrabarty (1980).
� The U.S. patent statute encompasses “anything under the sun 
that is made by man.” (Burger, C.J.).

� A rubber curing process including use of a computer 
algorithm to determine whether the process is 
complete was patentable.  Diamond v. Diehr (1981).
� “In contrast to [Gottschalk and Flook ], the respondents here 
do not seek to patent a mathematical formula. Instead, they 
seek patent protection for a process of curing synthetic 
rubber.”

*S idne y  A .  D i amond ,  Commis s i on e r  o f  Pa t en t s  and  T r adema r ks

TURNING ON A DIAMOND* TOWARD PATENT-

ELIGIBILITY
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� Freeman-Walker-Abele test (from CCPA): (1) does the claim 
recite an “algorithm,” and, if so, (2) is the algorithm “applied in 
any manner to physical elements or process steps?” (Machine-or-
transformation test?)

� Allapat (Fed. Cir. 1994): “programming creates a new machine, 
because a general purpose computer in effect becomes a special 
purpose computer once it is programmed to perform particular 
functions pursuant to instructions from program software,” so “a 
computer operating pursuant to software may represent 
patentable subject matter.” 

� State Street Bank (Fed. Cir. 1998): “[C]laim 1 is directed to a 
machine programmed . . .  software and admittedly produces a 
‘useful, concrete, and tangible result.’ Alappat .  .  .  .  This renders 
it statutory subject matter, even if the useful result is expressed 
in numbers, such as price, profit, percentage, cost, or loss.”

OPENING THE FLOODGATES
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� Not “[a] signal with embedded supplemental data.”  In re 

Nuitjen (Fed. Cir. 2007).

� The claimed signal was not a process, machine, manufacture, or 

composition of matter.

� State Street said to focus on utility; turns out the court didn’t literally 

mean it. 

� Not “[a] method for mandatory arbitration resolution.”  In re 

Comiskey (Fed. Cir. 2009).

� Claims had no machine component but simply described an 

arbitration process.

AFTER STATE STREET BANK, WHAT WASN’T 

PATENTABLE?
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� Claims were directed to hedging risk in commodities trading: 

“[a] method for managing the consumption risk costs of a 

commodity sold by a commodity provider at a fixed price.”

� Claims did not explicitly recite any use of a machine.

� Fed. Cir (11-3, en banc): “Machine-or-transformation test” is 

the exclusive test for patent eligibility � Bilski’s claims fail.

� Judges Newman and Rader dissented, as did Judge Mayer (who 

wanted to explicitly overrule State Street Bank).

� Going in to the S. Ct., result was not in doubt;  the question 

was how sweeping the opinion would be.

BILSKI
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� Supreme Court: the test for patent eligibility is 

whether claims recite an “abstract idea.”

� The machine-or-transformation test can be an 

“important clue” to patent eligibility

� No majority opinion, but all justices agreed that 

Bilski’s claims were unpatentable.

� Four members of the Court, joining Justice Steven’s 

opinion, thought that business methods were per se 

unpatentable.

BILSKI: IT’S (SORT OF) UNANIMOUS
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� Claims were directed to using concentrations of 

metabolites on blood to determine drug dosages.

� Newly discovered law of nature is unpatentable.

� Applying a law of nature is not patentable if the 

application uses only known techniques known in the 

art.

� So to show “significantly more,” you need to identify a claim 

element that covers novel and non-obvious subject matter.

NOW IT’S UNANIMOUS: MAYO V. 

PROMETHEUS
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� Claims of 4 patents directed to “financial matters and risk 
management,” i .e., reducing “counterparty” or “settlement” risk 
following a trade in a trading system, unanimously held patent-
ineligible.

� Included system, computer, and method claims (unlike Bilski).

� Came to the S. Ct. after Fed. Cir panel reversed the dist. ct., and 
divided en banc Fed. Cir. reversed the panel.

� Majority again declined to hold business methods per se 
unpatentable (which Justice Sotomayer would have done).

� Cited Mayo for the “abstract idea” test: (1) are the patent claims 
drawn to an abstract idea and, (2) if so, is there anything else in 
the claims as an inventive concept that is “significantly more” 
than the ineligible abstract idea?

ALICE REALLY MAKES IT UNANIMOUS
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� “We hold that the claims at issue are drawn to the abstract 

idea of intermediated settlement, and that merely requiring 

generic computer implementation fails to transform that 

abstract idea into a patent-eligible invention.”

� Letting patentability hinge on recitation of a computer “would 

make the determination of patent eligibility ‘depend simply 

on the draftsman’s art.’”

� After Bilski, USPTO would typically withdraw 101 rejections 

upon amendments to recite “in a machine.”

� Now even at the PTO the computer is increasingly irrelevant to 

patent-eligibility. 

A COMPUTER WILL NO LONGER SAVE THE 

CLAIM
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� Alice Court refused to explain: “We need not 

labor to delimit the precise contours of the 

‘abstract ideas’ category in this case.”

� Examples:

� fundamental/longstanding economic practices

� certain methods of organizing human activity

� an idea of itself

�mathematical relationships/formulas

WHAT IS AN ABSTRACT IDEA?
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� Improving another technology or technical field –

e.g., Diehr used a mathematical equation to 

determine when to open a rubber-molding press, 

thereby solving a practical technological problem. 

� Improving the functioning of the computer itself.

� Meaningful limitations beyond generally 

implementing the abstract idea via a computer (or 

some other technology).

� Can a manual process be the “significantly more?”

� Can’t be “significantly more” if found in prior art.

WHAT IS “SIGNIFICANTLY MORE?”
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III. Alice in the Lower Courts.

(Or, Not Going Down the Rabbit Hole)
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� Digitech Image Techs.,  LLC v.  Elecs.  for Imaging, Inc.  (July 11, 2014) –
device profi le including “both spatial proper ties and color proper ties of 
an imaging device.”

� Planet Bingo, LLC v.  VKGS LLC (Aug. 26, 2014) – managing the game of 
bingo “consists solely of mental steps which can be carried out by a 
human using pen and paper.”

� Buysafe,  Inc.  v.  Google Inc.  (Sept.  3,  2014) – “providing a guaranty 
service for onl ine transactions”

� BRCA1- & BRCA2-Based Hereditary Cancer Test Patent Lit ig.  v.  Ambry 
Genetics Corp. (Dec. 17, 2014) – claimed compositions were 
“structurally identical to the ends of DNA strands found in nature.”

� Content Extraction & Transmission Llc v.  Wells Fargo Bank, N.A . (Fed. 
Cir.  Dec. 23, 2014) – claims for extracting and storing data from a 
scanned image, e.g. ,  using sof tware in an ATM machine, “are drawn to 
the basic concept of data recognition and storage.” 

POST-ALICE SCORE AT THE FED. CIR IS 6-1
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� Ultramercial, Inc. v. Hulu, LLC (Nov. 14, 2014) 
– “method for distribution of products over the 
Internet via a facilitator,” i.e., to monetize 
content.

� A tortured history:

� 2011 – Fed. Cir. upholds claims.

� 2012 – S. Ct. vacates and remands.

� 2013 – Fed. Cir. does it again.

� 2014 – S. Ct. again vacates and remands.

� 2014 – Fed. Cir. invalidates (Lourie, O’Malley, Mayer).

THE LONG ROAD OF ULTRAMERCIAL
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� “The process [steps] of receiving copyrighted media, 
selecting an ad, offering the media in exchange for 
watching the selected ad, displaying the ad, allowing 
the consumer access to the media, and receiving 
payment from the sponsor of the ad all describe an 
abstract idea, devoid of a concrete or tangible 
application.”

� “[T]he claims simply instruct the practitioner to 
implement the abstract idea with routine, 
conventional activity. None of these eleven individual 
steps . . . transform the nature of the claim into 
patent-eligible subject matter.”

ULTRAMERCIAL RESOLVED AT LAST
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� “I agree that the claims . . .  are ineligible for a patent, but 

write separately to emphasize three points.”

� First, whether claims meet the demands of 35 U.S.C. § 101 is a 

threshold question, one that most be addressed at the outset of 

litigation.

� Second, no presumption of eligibility attends the section 101 inquiry.

� Third, [Alice], for all intents and purposes, set[s] out a technological 

arts test for patent eligibility.

� “Because the purported inventive concept in Ultramercial’s asserted 

claims is an entrepreneurial rather than a technological one, they fall 

outside section 101.”

� Legally wrong but often practically correct?

ULTRAMERCIAL: JUDGE MAYER CONCURS
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� Patent claims at issue were directed to managing the look and feel  of  
e-commerce web pages to provide “store within a store” functionality to 
product pages.

� Majority (Judges Chen and Wallach) didn’t  fully reach abstract idea 
question because the claims addressed the “problem of retaining 
website visitors,” which had no analog in the bricks-and-mortar world.

� Judge Mayer dissented: claimed abstract idea is “that an online merchant’s sales 
can be increased if two web pages have the same “look and feel”—and apply that 
concept using a generic computer.”

� Thus, majority stated that “the claimed solution is necessarily rooted in 
computer technology in order to overcome a problem specifically 
arising in the realm of computer networks.”

� Problem was “the problem of retaining website visitors that, if adhering to the 
routine, conventional functioning of Internet hyperlink protocol, would be 
instantly transported away from a host’s website after ‘clicking’ on an 
advertisement and activating a hyperlink.” 

DDS HOLDINGS (DEC. 5, 2014)

(OR, HOLY ONE-EIGHTY, BATMAN!)
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� Not possible, in this presenter’s view, to reconcile DDS 
Holdings and Ultramercial.

� Judge Chen: Ultramercial claims “broadly and generically 
claim ‘use of the Internet,’” whereas DDS Holdings claims 
“how interactions with the Internet are manipulated to yield a 
desired result—a result that overrides the routine and 
conventional sequence of events ordinarily triggered by the 
click of a hyperlink.”

� Judge Mayer did not bother to mention Ultramercial: the DDS
patent claims simply took the old and well-known idea of 
having a “store within a store” and applied it to the Internet.

� Reiterated that under Alice the appropriate test was a “technological 
arts” test.

CAN THE RELATIONSHIP BE SAVED?
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� 40 post-Alice Section 101 patent-eligibility 
decisions in the district courts, running about 3-1 
against.*

� Before claim construction – Rule 12
� 12(b)(6) – failure to state a claim.

� 12(c) – judgment on the pleadings. 

� Before or after claim construction – Rule 56

*See  Robe r t  Sa chs ,  A  Su r ve y  O f  Pa t en t  I n va l i da t i ons  S i n ce  A l i c e ,  I PLaw360 ,  J an .  13 ,  2015 .

ALICE IS BIG IN THE DISTRICT COURTS
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McRo, Inc.  v.  Codemasters Inc. (C.D. Cal .  Sept.  22, 2014).

� Granted Rule 12(c) motion where claims were directed to a method for 
automatical ly per forming l ip and facial  expression synchronization for 
animated characters to provide a more natural  correspondence between 
the animated characters and recorded sounds.

� Notably,  Judge Wu rejected the defendant’s arguments “that the patents 
cover the mere idea of using rules for three-dimensional l ip 
synchronization, without requiring specific content for those rules;” the 
claims each covered a specific “approach to automated three-dimensional 
computer animation.”

� BUT: once the cour t,  analyzing the claims element-by -element,  str ipped 
away prior ar t  methods admitted in the patents,  what was lef t  was an 
unpatentable abstract idea: “what the claim adds to the prior ar t  is the use 
of rules,  rather than ar t ists,  to set the morph waits and transit ions 
between phonemes.”

� Judge Wu quotes Bob Dylan: “A change in the weather has known to be 
extreme.” (“You’re a Big Gir l  Now” from Blood on the Tracks. )

EXTREME CHANGE IN THE WEATHER

(RULE 12 MOTION GRANTED)
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� Tu x i s Te c h s .  v .  A m a z o n  (D .  De l .  Sep t .  3 ,  2014) .  Mo t ion  to  d i smiss  g ran ted :  c la ims  d i rec ted  to  

an  e - commerce  method  o f  upse l l i ng  rec i ted  an  unpa ten tab le  abs t rac t  i dea .

� E c l i p s e  I P  L LC  v .  M c K i n l ey  E q u i p .  C o r p .  (C .D .  Ca l .  Sep t .  4 ,  2014) .   Mo t ion  to  d i smiss  g ran ted :  

mot ion  was  r ipe  be fo re  c la im  cons t ruc t ion ;  c la ims  d i rec ted  to  a  compute r - imp lemented  

method  o f  manag ing  commun ica t ions  re la ted  to  peop le  pe r fo rming  tasks  were  pa ten t -

i ne l i g ib le .

� D i g i t a l  v .  G o o g l e ,  I n c .  (D .  De l .  Sep t .  3 ,  2014) .   Summar y  judgment  g ran ted :  c la ims  fo r  

a l l ow ing  anonymous  commun ica t ions ,  were  d i rec ted  to  methods  tha t  human  job  headhunter s  

had  been  manua l l y  pe r fo rming  fo r  yea r s .  

� E ve r y  P e n ny  C o u n t s  v .  We l l s  Fa r go  B a n k  N.A .  (M .D .  F la  Sep t .  11 ,  2014) .  Summar y  judgment  

g ran ted  where  pa ten t  c la ims  were  d rawn  to  “ the  concep t  o f  rou t ine l y  mod i f y ing  t ransac t ion  

amounts  and  depos i t ing  the  des igna ted ,  i nc rementa l  d i f fe rences  in to  a  rec ip ient  accoun t , ”  

“ a  techn ique  known  f rom an t iqu i t y  i n  wh ich  a  sma l l  sav ing  on  many  occas ions  accumu la tes  

in to  a  la rge  sav ing . ”

� D i et G o a l I n n ova t i on s  L LC  v .  B r a vo  M e d i a  L LC (S .D .N .Y.  Ju l y  8 ,  2014) . Summar y  judgment  

g ran ted :  c la ims  were  d i rec ted  to  a  compute r i zed  mea l  p lann ing  sys tem.

� C o m c a s t  I P  H o l d i n gs  I ,  L LC  v .  S p r i n t  C o m m u n s .  C o .  L . P.  (D .  De l .  Ju l y  16 ,  2014 . )  Summar y  

judgment  g ran ted :  c la ims  were  d i rec ted  to  rece i v ing  a  use r  i npu t  to  op t im ize  a  te lephony  

netwo rk  were  he ld  no t  pa ten t - e l ig ib le .

MORE CHANGES IN THE WEATHER

(RULE 12 AND 56 MOTIONS GRANTED)
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� Card  Ver i f icat ion Solut ions,  LLC v.  C i t igroup Inc .  (N .D .  I l l .  Sept .  29 ,  2014) .

� Claims recited methods such as “giving verification information for a transaction between an 
initiating party and a verification-seeking party, the verification information being given by a third, 
verifying party, based on confidential information in the possession of the initiating party.”

� “[T]he claims are drawn to the concept of verifying transaction information,” which was a 
fundamental economic practice, and therefore an “abstract idea.”

� But: “an entirely plausible interpretation of the claims include a limitation requiring pseudorandom 
tag generating software that could not be done with pen and paper.”

� The defendant was free to revive its argument “after discovery and claim construction.”

� Data Dis t r ib .  Techs. ,  LLC v.  Brer Af f i l iates ,  Inc . (D .  N . J .  Aug .  19 ,  2014) .   C la ims were 
d i rected to  an onl ine system for  managing user  records  (e .g . ,  an onl ine real  estate  
l i s t ings  system) .

� “Given the density of the ‘908 Patent with its 100 claims, the statutory presumption of validity, the 
“clear and convincing” evidentiary burden, and the lack of Plaintif f ’s proposed constructions or any 
agreement about claim construction, the Court finds it is advisable to postpone adjudication of the 
‘908 Patent’s eligibility.” 

� The patent claims were directed to an abstract idea of database management.

� “It is questionable whether the ‘908 Patent can satisfy this [inventive concept prong of the two-part] 
test, but it is plausible that, af ter claim construction, Plaintif f may be able to [do so]. It is clear at 
this time, however, that many of Plaintif f ’s arguments are meritless and will be rejected to 
streamline future abstractness arguments.

UNCERTAIN FORECAST

(RULE 12(B)(6) MOTIONS DENIED)
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Autoform Eng’g. Gmbh v. Eng’g. Tech. R. Steven Whalen Assocs., 
(E.D. Mich. Sept. 5, 2014) (Tarnow, J.)

� Two patents-in-suit related to designing and manufacturing sheet 
metal parts and tools.

� Machine-or-transformation test NOT satisfied for one patent 
pertaining “to the method of the design of addendum surfaces, 
rather than the l iteral and physical transformation of an article.”

� However, even though the patents “may include or rely on some 
basic concepts in the design of sheet metal forming tools, the 
patents also include numerous l imitations that narrow the scope 
of the patent.

� Ten specific limitations related to sheet metal geometry.

� Cites Ultramercial II:  Is this case different from Ultramercial IIII, which 
came two months later? (I think it is.)

SUMMARY JUDGMENT DENIED
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� Judges are willing to grant motions at the pleadings 
stage, and/or before claim construction.

� A gatekeeper:  Section 101 is being used to remove 
patent cases from the court dockets increasingly 
early, and in increasing numbers.

� Consideration of the “claim as a whole” is dead.

� If one claim element is found to be an “abstract idea” 
then the claim will fail step 1 of the Mayo test; 
another claim element must recite “significantly 
more” to be saved under step 2.

� Prior art is relevant to patent-eligibility.

TAKE-AWAYS FROM THE COURTS
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IV. Alice at the USPTO.
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� CBM is available to “the person or the person's real party in interest 
or privy [who] has been sued for infringement of the [CBM] patent or 
has been charged with infringement under that patent.”
� “[T]he term ‘covered business method patent’ means a patent that claims a method or 
corresponding apparatus for performing data processing or other operations used in 
the practice, administration, or management of a financial product or service, except 
that the term does not include patents for technological inventions.”

� Two steps: (1) Decision to Institute, and (2) Final Decision.
� 28 institutions, final decisions running 8-2 in favor of invalidity.* 

� Stay of District Court l i t igation not automatic, but l ikely.
� See, e.g.,  Benefit Funding Systems, LLC v. Advance America Cash Advance Centers, 

Inc., (Fed. Cir. Sept. 25, 2014).

*See  Robe r t  Sa ch s ,  A  Su r v e y  O f  Pa t en t  I n v a l i d a t i o n s  S i n c e  A l i c e ,  I P Law360 ,  J an .  13 ,  2015 .

THE PTAB WEIGHS IN (HEAVILY)
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Salesforce.com, Inc. v. Vir tualAgility, Inc. (Sept. 16, 2014)

� Representative claim was directed to a “system for supporting 
management of a collaborative activity by persons involved 
therein,” using “model entities” that could be organized 
hierarchically to support budgeting, investment analysis, and 
strategic planning.

� Claimed abstract idea was “the creation and use of models to 
aid in processing management information by organizing and 
making the information readily accessible by the 
collaborators of the project.”

� Claims were “overly broad in scope and essentially would 
preempt the entirety of [the] abstract idea;” there was no 
saving narrowing innovation.

39
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U.S. Bancorp v. Retirement Capital Access Management 
Company (Aug. 22, 2014)

� Representative claim directed to “computerized method for 
creating a source of funds based on present value of future 
retirement payments.”  (Probably enough said.)

� Parties agreed the claims were “directed to the abstract 
concept of advancing funds based on future retirement 
payments.”

� No meaningful l imitation on abstract idea: “the steps of 
method claims 1 and 18 could be performed as a series of 
verbal transactions exchanging physical money or via pen and 
paper.
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PTAB FINAL DECISIONS POST-ALICE



� More likely than not that the following are unpatentable:

� Method of conducting a telephone based reverse auction for selling 

units. Jewelry Channel, Inc. v. America’s Collectibles (Oct. 20, 2014).

� “[D]etermining shipping or tax rates for an online auction item.”  

eBay, Inc. v. Paid, Inc.  (Sept. 30, 2014).

� “Procuring operating resources as disclosed in the challenged claims 

is ‘a fundamental economic practice long prevalent in our system of 

commerce.’” Coupa Software, Inc., v. Ariba, Inc. (July 25, 2014).

� “[A]bstract idea of matching a candidate with an employer and 

releasing the contact information upon consent from both parties 

and payment of a fee by the employer.” Indeed, Inc. v. Career 

Destination Development, LLC (August 20, 2014).
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US Bancorp v. Solutran (Aug. 7, 2014). 

� Claims directed to “a system and method for processing paper 
checks and check transactions, in which check data is captured 
at point of sale and later a check image is captured remotely for 
subsequent matching of the check image with the check data.”

� Petitioner’s arguments failed “because they are directed to each 
method step individually without accounting sufficiently for the 
claims as a whole.”

� “[P]rocessing paper checks” is “more akin to a physical process than an 
abstract idea.”

� Some fundamental concepts were recited, but claims also recited 
scanning checks and comparing digital images.

� CBM was instituted on prior art obviousness question.
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PTAB DECISIONS NOT TO INSTITUTE



PNC v. Secure Access (Sept. 9, 2014).

� “Claim 1, as a whole, relates to a computer-implemented 
method to transform data in a particular manner—by inserting 
an authenticity key to create formatted data, enabling a 
particular type of computer file to be located and from which 
an authenticity stamp is retrieved. On its face, there is 
nothing immediately apparent about these physical steps that 
would indicate the claim is directed to an abstract idea.”

� Rejected the Petitioner’s argument that claim 1 was nothing 
more than the abstract idea of “computerizing a purported 
centuries-old practice of placing a trusted stamp or seal on a 
document to indicate the authenticity of the document.”

� CBM instituted for obviousness prior art challenge.
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� Dating back to the BPAI, not uncommon for 

the Board to institute a new ground of 

rejection under Section 101.

� CBM proceedings give a hint as to how the 

PTAB generally will decide 101 issues.

� PTAB is unlikely to reverse on 101 grounds.

THE PTAB AND EX PARTE APPEALS
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� New “Interim Guidance” published Dec. 16 mostly regurgitates the 
case law.

� Business methods ar t units are rejecting almost everything.
� An examiner told me that, of 50 cases he’d had since Alice, 46 were rejected under 
101. (He expects to be unemployed in a few years.)

� Allowances and issuances in business method art units have “dramatically plummeted 
from about 47 percent pre-Alice to about 3.6 percent post-Alice.”*

� But other are inconsistent; some seem to be business-as-usual.
� Interview to learn what standards and process the examiner will follow in your 
individual case.

� We are just at the beginning of the USPTO’s post-Alice practice.

* S e e  R o b e r t  S a c h s ,  A  S u r v e y  O f  P a t e n t  I n v a l i d a t i o n s  S i n c e  A l i c e ,  I P L aw360 ,  J a n .  1 3 ,  2 0 1 5 .

ALICE AND THE EXAMINING CORPS
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V. Patent Practice Following Alice.

(So, what now?)
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� USPTO examination under § 101 varies widely.

� USPTO, PTAB, and Fed. Court approaches all dif fer.

� An issued patent may receive very different treatment after issuance 

than it did during examination. 

� So you need to consider patentability at the PTO during examination 

as well as likely subsequent treatment.

� § 101 law is stil l  evolving – what to do with IP in the grey area 

in the meantime?

� Copyright or trade secret?

� Perfect patent filings now in hopes (or in case) the pendulum will 

swing back in the future?
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TO PATENT OR NOT TO PATENT



� More technical detail in description, drawings, and 

claims.

� Pay attention to terminology.

� Use technical terms, avoid non-technical terms like 

“advertising,” “payment,” or transaction”.

� Write for the Alice test or a “technological arts” test.

� Consider the “Technical Effect” requirement from the EPO

� What can you point to in the spec. that is “significantly more” 

than an abstract idea?
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DRAFTING APPLICATIONS



� Include concrete implementation examples.

� Favor more detailed drawings with less emphasis on broadly 
functional, “black box” drawings.

� Change your drafting practices:

� Identify your own “inventive concept” to provide subject matter that is 
“significantly more” than an abstract idea.

� Categorize the invention in claim preambles (which have been used 
by judges in many 101 cases).

� Avoid functional language.

� Use terms known to be technical rather than being your own 
lexicographer.

� Controller, manager, processor, etc. can be good terms to use but ONLY if 
they are described in some technical detail.
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BE MORE TECHNICAL



� EPO will not search or examine PCT applications containing 

one or more claims relating to the field of “business methods” 

filed at US Receiving Office (Annex A of EPO/IB of WIPO 

Agreement); EPC Art. 52(2) excludes:

� Scientific or Mathematical Theories

� Mental Acts; Rules for Playing Games

� Mere Presentation of Information

� Computer Programs for Business Methods

� International Patent Classification G06Q

� Data processing systems or methods that are specially adapted for 

managing, promoting or practicing commercial or financial activities

� A further “technical ef fect” may avoid these exclusions.
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CONSIDER EPO REQUIREMENTS



� General Rule

� Intellectual activity and business methods are 

excluded from patent eligibility unless a “technical 

effect” is claimed.

� A “technical effect” improves a device or system, for 

example:

� Improving operation vs. simply making a decision

� Increasing speed, reliability, security

� Improving resource utilization
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HOW TO DRAFT FOR TECHNICAL EFFECT



� Interview

� Argue non-abstractedness flows from elements not 

taught or suggested by the prior art.

� Be prepared to appeal.

� PTAB may not be receptive, but no option if you have cleared 

all prior art rejections.

� Caveat: some subject matter is unlikely to survive, no 

matter how presented.

PROSECUTION AT THE USPTO
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� Alice truly does change the game under 35 U.S.C. § 101.

� Significantly more predictability (yes, a gray area remains).

� Hint: for business methods, don’t think too hard.

� PTO appears to be significantly changing examining practice.

� However, software patents are NOT dead.

� But “implemented in a computer” is now a useless limitation.

� Claims are now analyzed piece-meal,  not “as a whole.”

� Look for a particular claim element to confer patentability.

� Prior art and subject matter patentability often rest on the same claim elements.

� Courts and the PTAB have embraced Alice.

� Will the overall U.S. patent docket be affected? (Bad news for NPEs.)

� Risk areas:

� Disparities in reasoning between examiners, the PTAB and the courts.

� Unpredictability remains for many software inventions.

CONCLUSIONS
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